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 216.	With definite subjects placed before them ?—
I think that is a point worth considering.
 217.	Do you not think that you should promote
the holding of industrial exhibitions for the purpose
of bringing home to the people at large the develop
ment of industries that are taking place in the country
and the products which are available to the people ?
—I think industrial exhibitions of that kind would
probably be barred by the Devolution' Rules as they
stand.   Provincial exhibitions have taken place and
they have been very successful.
 218.	Have you encouraged the provinces to hold
exhibitions ?—We have taken no part.
 219.	Have you established any industrial museum
for the purpose of making the people visualise the
industries  of their own country ?—There again,  I
think we are debarred.
 220.	You are handicapped by reason of the fact
that you are a Central Government and Industries
present restrictions are somewhat rigid. We are not in a position to spend money on any definite industrial project without bringing in this apparatus of declaring it a Central subject. Cases have arisen •within my recollection where it was possible we might have given contribution to provinces for some specific purpose, but we are actually debarred, as the rule stands, from doing so.
 221.	To what extent has your Stores department
been developed ?    Has it been able to take possession
of the railway stores—I mean to purchase railway
stores through its agency ?—The Stores department
is not in a position to order any department to use its
agency, but it has, as a matter of fact, been increasing
its influence especially  in the Railway and Army
departments considerably.    It has been left to make
its way and to convince the other departments that
it is worth while to purchase through it;  it is doing
this successfully but gradually,
 222.	Its progress  has  not  been as rapid  as the
protagonists of the Stores department would like to
see it ?    I do not think it is now self-supporting ?
—No.
 223.	To what extent are you now responsible for
the purchase of railway stores ?—It is a matter for
the   railways   themselves.    As   I   said,   they   have
agreed'to purchase through the Stores department
large classes of stores, such as oils, paints and various
other things.

 224.	It is a very small percentage compared to
.1±te total requirements of railways ?—Yes, we still
do not purchase the majority of railway stores.
 225.	What influence do you bring to bear upon
the Railway Board to utilise your agency to purchase
these things through the Stores department ?—The
only influence • is to bring to their notice the advan
tage  of  using' the   Stores  department.    They  are
gradually getting to realise it.
. 22«.; Sir Zulftqar Ali Khan : Would you tell the Conference whether there has been any rapid progress of industries in India ?—The evidence is in this book. I think that speaking generally there has been a considerable development. The big industries of course were developed before the Reforms, I mean *hfe big things like jute and cotton and, even iron and steel. They were well developed before, but in small things, for instance in cottage industries' and so on I think this book gives evidence that there has been -considerable development under the stimulus of provincial departments.
227 In what direction P^-Mostly in cottage industries. I think the most successful: is weaving, the hamtloom weaving.
228. Is it due to Mr; Gandhi's movement ?—Thai
. Ctefc you teU me whether moat of .the raw material produced in India goes to foreign countries iiafesa* of being absorbed-here in the industries ?— qEfcat is- a-question I should not like to answer without notice. There is a very large export of raw materials
 from India which are the basis of manufactures else-, where, undoubtedly. But a large proportion of raw materials is used in India. The jute mills use a. considerable proportion of the jute that is grown in India, and the cotton mills use a very large proportion of the cotton grown in India, and such sugar factories as there are'use the sugar cane grown in India. But there is an export of raw materials, for instance oil seeds and so on are worked up abroatl, in France, Belgium and many other countries, and many other classes of raw materials are also exported. Part of the jute and a portion of the cotton are exported. This is a commercial question on which I could not give a complete answer without notice.
 230.	Can you tell me whether there are any means
by which Government could develop the industries1
in India, by which they could encourage the develop
ment of industries in India ?—The Central Govern
ment, you mean ?
 231.	Yes.—One way I can imagine is the develop
ment and co-ordination of research.    I think a good
deal can be done-that way.    We do, through the
Geological Survey for instance, help a great deal in
bringing  new  areas,   new  minerals  and   so   on  to.
notice, but on the, whole I think that from the point
of view of research we have not succeeded yet in
doing very much.    That I  think  is   probably the
most  hopeful   line.    The   provinces   have   adopted
other methods, such as State Aid to Industries Acts,
and so on, and many of them have spent; money on
these lines with the result which you can read here
(in the publication entitled " The State and Industry,"
1928).*    I do not think they have always been very
successful so far.
 232.	Do you know if educated Indians get employ
ment in these industrial centres ?—I think-that is a
point   which   I   could   not   answer   easily   without
examination, but I have reason to believe that they
can   get   employment   if   they   are   qualified.    For
instance in the iron and steel industry I think Tatas
have an extensive system of training, and they have
no difficulty in absorbing every man so trained.

 233.	So  if there is any further development of
industry it may help the solution of unemployment
of educated Indians ?—It would help, certainly.
 234.	Sir Hari Singh Gour :   Just one question I
forgot to ask, I think, Mr. McWatters, that it is'in
Mr. Atkinson's report'on railways that a suggestion
is made for the  creation  of a Ministry for  Com
munications ?—It   has    been   proposed    on    three
occasions at least.
235.	The  Chairman:    "Ministry of, Comrnunica-
" tions "   may possibly be •understood to mean -a
ministry with a political chief who is responsible to
a majority of the.legislature.    Is that what is meant,
or  simply  the  establishment  of  a  department  of
unification ?—Do you- mean the latter word should'
have been used. ?
230. The word used in the question is *« Ministry." —(To Sir Hari -Singh Gour). Do you mean under a minister ?—Whosarepert was it ?
237.	Sir Hari Singh Gour : 'Atkinson's report.—
I am not at all sure.    I. do not think he was thinking,
of the constitutional question.
The Chairman : I do not think he was. What was probably meant by the question was whether he proposed that there should be a department of Communications.
Sir Hari Singh Gour : We will call it a ministry in that sense, not being responsible to the legislature, but, say a Member for Communications.
238.	The Chairman :   I am not. suggesting one or
the other, but I think it is more in the nature of a
department of administration.—It is so.
230. Sir Hari-Singk Gour : You said that on three occasions a Ministry for Communications was recommended. What action has the Government taken upon these recommendations ?-*-None.
 240.	And why not ?—That is not for me to say.
 241.	Lord Burnham : Following up your answer to
* Vol. y.pp, 1363-1611.

